Keynote addresses

Author: Caldas, Alexandre Castro
Title: Brain mechanisms involved in learning to read in adult life
Keywords: Illiteracy / Neuropsychology / Brain images

Author: Durpaire, Jean-Louis
Title: Information literacy: the French approach
Keywords: Teaching courses / Information skills / Teacher librarian

Author: Echeverría, Javier
Title: Libraries in e-Europe: multimedia school library networks
Keywords: E-Europe / School library networks / Educational divide

Author: Furtado, José Afonso
Title: Literacy issues in the era of the new media
Keywords: Digital divide / Access / Literacy

Author: Kuhlthau, Carol C.
Title: Information Literacy through Guided Inquiry: Preparing Students for the 21st Century
Keywords: Information literacy / Inquiry / Learning

Author: Pereira, José Pacheco
Title: Is it possible a world without reading?
Keywords: Reading / Literacy

Author: Todd, Ross
Title: From Learning to Read to Reading to Learn: School Libraries, Literacy and Guided Inquiry
Keywords: Literacy / Knowledge / Learning

Papers

1. Literacy and Multi-literacies

1.1. Research Papers

Author(s): Boelens, Helen
Title: Specific information literacy instruction, in several different languages, for pupils studying for university entrance examinations: School Library and Information Centre, Kalsbeek College, Woerden, The Netherlands
Keywords: Specific information literacy skills / Interdisciplinary / Different languages

Author(s): Campello, Bernardete
Title: Possibilities for implementation of information literacy programs in Brazilian school libraries: information skills in the National Curricular Standards
Keywords: Information literacy / Curricular guidelines / Information skills

Author(s): Etévé, Christiane
Title: Education for Information: a contribute for a reflection on the interconnection between disciplines, knowledges and practices
Keywords: Training / Cognitive education / Academic didactics

Author(s): Hart, Geneviève
Title: “Don’t they know how important it is?”: a case study of information literacy education in a small South African town
Keywords: Information literacy – South Africa / Public libraries
Author(s): Herring, James E.
Title: A critical evaluation of year 7 students’ reflections on the use of information skills when completing a curriculum related project.
Keywords: Information literacy / Models / Research

Author(s): Jorosi, Boemo Nlayidzi; Isaac, Goitsemang Gladness
Title: The teaching of information literacy skills among junior school students: an exploratory survey of schools in the South East region of Botswana
Keywords: Information literacy skills / Botswana

Author(s): Kurvink, Wilma; Turnbull, Marie
Title: Running with the question: action research and evaluative practice in developing an adolescent reading program
Keywords: Action research methodology / Reading programs

Author(s): Lonsdale, Ray; Armstrong, Chris
Title: A study of information literacy initiatives between secondary schools and universities in the United Kingdom
Keywords: Information literacy / Universities / Secondary Schools

Author(s): Oberg, Dianne
Title: Canadian books in Canadian schools: the need for teacher/teacher-librarian collaboration in reading, knowing and doing
Keywords: Children’s literature – Canada / National identity / Social cohesion

Author(s): Probert, Elizabeth
Title: An investigation into the teaching of information literacy skills by teachers in New Zealand secondary schools
Keywords: Teachers / Professional development / Information literacy

Author(s): Salgado, Lucília
Title: Literacy and school success
Keywords: Literacy / School success / Social sciences research

Author(s): Shieh, Jann-Cherng; Chiou, Su-Ling
Title: Strategic study of on-line reading clubs in Senior High School libraries of Taiwan
Keywords On-line reading clubs / Senior High Schools / Libraries strategy

Author(s): Wu, Hao-Yen
Title: Marketing Strategies of Tuku Vocational High School’s (TKVS) Library in Taiwan
Keywords: Marketing strategies / Electronic tracking system / Periodical article delivery services

1.2. Professional papers and Workshops

Author(s): Asselin, Marlene; Doiron, Ray; Lee, Elizabeth; Filipenko, Margot; McPherson, Keith
Title: New Libraries and New Literacies for the Information Generation
Keywords: Literacy / Multi-literacies

Author(s): Boon, Lesley A.
Title: Engaging readers through choice
Keywords: Reading / Choice / Programs

Author(s): Burn, Pat
Title: The reading year: a discussion-based workshop
Keywords: Reading promotion / YA literature / Reading for pleasure
Author(s): Carvalho, Elisabete; Cruz, Márcia  
Title: Local Network libraries: an imperative challenge  
Keywords: Cooperation / School Libraries Network – Santa Maria da Feira (Portugal)

Author(s): Caseiro, Natália  
Title: Reading practices among high school students: a contribution for their understanding  
Keywords: Reading practices / School libraries / Reading habits – youth

Author(s): Castanho, Graça  
Title: The role of School Libraries in the teaching of reading across the curriculum  
Keywords: Interdisciplinary reading / Curriculum

Author(s): Cedeira Serantes, Lucia  
Title: Children + Young Adults + Information Literacy = Cooperation between school libraries and public libraries  
Keywords: Children / Young adults / School library - public library collaboration

Author(s): Dionísio, Maria de Lourdes  
Title: School library as an educational spot for the “teacher-reader”  
Keywords: Multi-literacies / Professional development / Reading club

Author(s): Fontichiaro, Kristin  
Title: Using Drama in the Media Center to Promote Literacy Skills in Early Elementary Students  
Keywords: Drama / Creative play / Literacy

Author(s): Granger, Julie  
Title: Allusion, Illusions and Learning: integrating story into the broader curriculum  
Keywords: Allusion / Illusions / Learning

Author(s): Hou, Johnny  
Title: Promotion of campus reading programs  
Keywords: Reading / Reading groups / IT conference

Author(s): Hsieh, Shu-His; Li, Sheng-Lung  
Title: Discussing the theory and practice of Propelling Class from the aspect of knowledge management  
Keywords: Knowledge management / Library-using education / Class reading club

Author(s): Larsen, Gert; Fagerland, Per  
Title: Slam and GrandSlam - Transnational European School Library Development  
Keywords: SLAM project / SLAMIT project / Basic school libraries

Author(s): Lasić-Lazić, Jadranka; Špiranec, Sonja  
Title: Information literacy: the backbone of curricular school reforms of Croatia  
Keywords: Information literacy / Educational reforms – Croatia

Author(s): Meyers, Eric M.  
Title: School Libraries in Evolving Education Systems: an Activity-Theoretical Approach  
Keywords: Educational policy / School reform / School library services

Author(s): Onal, H. Inci  
Title: The national policy on teaching information literacy skills  
Keywords: Information literacy programs / School library policies – Turkey

Author(s): Pinheiro, Carlos  
Title: From information to knowledge in a changing society  
Keywords: Information society / Knowledge society / User’s training
Author(s): Ritchie, Gabrielle; Ryan, Jane M.  
Title: Creating a reading community  
Keywords: Reading communities

Author(s): Schutz, Helen; Pick, Alison; Knox, Gina  
Title: Building information literacy: an action research approach  
Keywords: Information literacy / Intervention / Partnerships

Author(s): Silverstein, Joanne; Webb, Sarah M.  
Title: Just curious: children’s informal learning questions of digital reference services  
Keywords: Digital reference / Intrinsic motivation / Curiosity

Author(s): Spillman, Margaret  
Title: Productive partnerships: learning for life  
Keywords: School libraries / Public libraries / Partnerships

Author(s): Terra, Ana Lúcia; Sá, Salvina  
Title: Building on a rock or on sand: the challenge of information literacy in the school library  
Keywords: Information literacy / Information literacy skills / School libraries

Author(s): Voskuyl, Heather  
Title: YA novels: adolescent needs, adult responsibilities  
Keywords: YA literature / Reader theory / Narratology

Author(s): Warning, Peter; Lau, Po Shan Susana; Lai, Yi Man; Law, Ming Ha Jenny  
Title: "Don't ask me. Ask the horse": evaluating resource-based learning  
Keywords: Resource-based learning / "Chinese Idioms Cocktail" / Library services evaluation

Author(s): Wools, Blanche  
Title: Understanding the multiple faces of literacy: librarian as reading innovator and developer of thinking skills  
Keywords: Literacy / Multi-literacies / Teacher-librarian cooperation

2. School Library Networks

2.1. Research papers

Author(s): Bastos, Glória  
Title: Challenging school libraries in Portugal: compromise, consideration, communication and collaboration  
Keywords: Teacher librarians / Collaboration

Author(s): Dagge, Artur  
Title: School librarians: an uncertain identity or the disenchantment with reality  
Keywords: School librarians / Professional identity / Education

Author(s): Duarte, Jacqueline Laureano  
Title: Reading practices and school library for an integrated educational project  
Keywords: School libraries / Learning resources centre / School educational project

Author(s): Lan, Chiu-Hsia; Shieh, Jiann-Cherng  
Title: Library Practice Patterns in Community High Schools Project  
Keywords: Community High Schools project / Library management / Interlibrary cooperation

Author(s): Mardis, Marcia A.  
Title: From one-to-one to one-to-many: An instrumental case study of a pre-service teacher librarian in the U.S.  
Keywords: Pre-service teacher librarian / School library guidelines - U.S.A.
Author(s): Novo, Ana; Calixto, José António
Title: Impact Study of the Teacher Librarian Specific Training on Educational Achievement: Current Situation at Integrated Elementary Schools (EBIs)
Keywords: Integrated Elementary Schools (EBIs) / Teacher librarians / Educational achievement

Author(s): Zinn, Sandy
Title: Are trained teacher-librarians making a difference for school libraries in South Africa?
Keywords: Teacher librarians / Training

2.2. Professional papers and workshops

Author(s): Alonso, Cláudia
Title: School Libraries in Brazil: what do the official documents tell us?
Keywords: School libraries – Brazil

Author(s): Bárrios, Amália G.
Title: To develop the School Library is to promote learning
Keywords: School libraries / Learning

Author(s): Chang, Hsinshi; Lee, Chenfu
Title: The whole campus in the library: a four-entrance management strategy of a library
Keywords: Moral education / Multi-learning / Hybrid environments

Author(s): Colla, Gabriella
Title: "Bibliotecando": the new "social" role of school libraries
Keywords: School libraries role / Project Bibliotecando - Italy

Author(s): Conde, Elsa; Santos, Maria Lucília; Afonso, João; Saro, José António
Title: The Portuguese School Libraries Network: experience report of its direct accompaniment
Keywords: School Libraries Network - Portugal/ School libraries accompaniment

Author(s): Gough, Amanda Jane
Title: Utilising networks in the field of school librarianship
Keywords: Teacher networks / Parental networks / Librarian networks

Author(s): Hones, K. E.
Title: A is for ADVOCACY - School Library Networks: influencing education policy and reform
Keywords: School library networks / Educational policy

Author(s): Hough, Barbara
Title: The Village Literate Project: a model for collaboration
Keywords: Citywide / Library / Collaboration

Author(s): Merlo Vega, José Antonio
Title: School libraries, information literacy and reading promotion initiatives in Spain
Keywords: School libraries / Reading promotion / Information literacy

Author(s): Moura, Maria José; Braga, António Maria
Title: The Public Libraries National Network: a twenty years old founder project
Keywords: Public Libraries Network – Portugal / School Libraries Network – Portugal / Cooperation

Author(s): Omella i Claparols, Ester; Permanyer i Bastardas, Jordi
Title: Cooperation between public library and school library: lines of action and protocols
Keywords: School library - public library collaboration / Local reading plans / Library service - rural areas

Author(s): Vitorino, Maria José
Title: School Libraries for Literacy Growing - more than a matter of “just luck”
Keywords: Teacher librarians / Professional culture / Professional networks
Author(s): Wijetunge, Pradeepa  
Title: *Promotion of reading habit among school children in Sri Lanka*  
Keywords: Reading promotion / School children – Sri Lanka

3. Digital Libraries, Hybrid Environments

3.1. Research papers

Author(s): Chiu, Po-Han  
Title: *The design & application of a virtual field trip system*  
Keywords: Image-based VR / Anchored instruction / Virtual Field Trip (VFT)

Author(s): Shoham, Snunith; Shemer-Shalman, Zehava  
Title: *Websites and digital services in school libraries: how is a digital environment changing the way that school libraries work?*  
Keywords: Websites / Digital services / School libraries

3.2. Professional papers and workshops

Author(s): Combes, Barbara  
Title: *Techno Savvy and all-knowing or techno-oriented? Information-seeking behaviour and the Net Generation?*  
Keywords: Information seeking behaviour / Net generation / Information technology

Author(s): Koren, Marian  
Title: *Serving the child: a human rights approach to literacy and learning*  
Keywords: Children’s rights / Lifelong learning / Digital services

Author(s): Lee, Chi-Lung  
Title: *A study on implementing a library process-based knowledge management system*  
Keywords: Knowledge management / Knowledge management system / Library process-based knowledge management system

Author(s): Nunes, Manuela Barreto; Ferreira, Luciana; Soares, Célia; Pereira, Daniel; Mesquita, Maria João; Azvedo, Paulo; Rego, Ricardo  
Title: *DAME portal: creating a space for virtual learning and social responsibility*  
Keywords: DAME platform / Virtual learning environments / Social responsibility

Author(s): Richardson, Susan  
Title: *Product or Process: using explicit instructional design in Literacy for the primary school to enhance reading, knowing and doing*  
Keywords: Instructional design / Information literacy / Dimensions of learning

Author(s): Tavares, Sérgio  
Title: *The Without Frontiers Digital Literacy Project*  
Keywords: Digital literacy / Visually impaired / DAISY (Digital Accessible Information System)


4.1. Research papers

Author(s): Henri, James; Lee, Sandra  
Title: *Public libraries in a socially responsible world: implications for school libraries*  
Keywords: Social responsibility / Public libraries / School libraries
Author(s): Ytzhaki, Moshe; Sharabi, Yosef
Title: Attitudes of Israeli High School librarians towards censorship in library collection
Keywords: School libraries – Israel / Censorship

Author(s): Filippi, Marlene
Title: School Libraries, digital divide and social inclusion in Papua New Guinea - Making it happen
Keywords: Resource based learning

4.2. Professional papers and workshops

Author(s): Devenish, Patricia
Title: Creating a book culture in a special needs school library with specific reference to visually impaired learners
Keywords: Accessibility / Overcoming / Disability

Author(s): Hauger, Trine; Enger, Gry
Title: Educating and integrating minorities: the added value of the school library
Keywords: Minority pupils / School libraries / Language

Author(s): Marquardt, Luisa
Title: Schooling at the library for the social inclusion in Italy: the “Biblioscuole” Project
Keywords: Professional development / School librarians / Blended learning

Author(s): Odasso, Paolo
Title: Identity and specific duties of the School Library so that it can carry out a social inclusion function
Keywords: School library missions / Social inclusion